Orbia is a company driven by a shared purpose:
to advance life around the world. The five Orbia
business groups have a collective focus on expanding
access to health and wellness, reinventing the
future of cities and homes, ensuring food and water
security, connecting communities to information
and accelerating a circular economy with basic
and advanced materials, specialty products and
innovative solutions.
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Our Business Groups & Businesses
POLYMER SOLUTIONS

Orbia’s Polymer Solutions business group and businesses Vestolit and Alphagary provide
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) general resins, specialty resins, compounds and additives for vinyl
compounds, including stabilizers and plasticizers. The group also provides compounds
formulated from polyolefin (PO), thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and thermoplastic
elastomer (TPE) polymers. Products made from these materials have a wide variety of
applications to everyday life, from pipes and cables to household appliances to medical devices.
The business group supplies Orbia’s downstream businesses and a global customer base.
To learn more, visit vestolit.com and alphagary.com.
BUILDING & INFRASTRUCTURE

Orbia’s Building & Infrastructure business group and business Wavin is redefining today’s
pipes and fittings industry by creating solutions that last longer and perform better, all with
less installation labor required. The business group benefits from supply chain integration
with the Polymer Solutions business group, a customer base spanning three continents, and
investments in sustainable, resilient technologies for water and indoor climate management.
To learn more, visit wavin.com.
PRECISION AGRICULTURE

Orbia’s Precision Agriculture business group and business Netafim’s leading-edge irrigation
systems, services and digital farming technologies enable stakeholders to achieve significantly
higher and better-quality yields while using less water, fertilizer and other inputs. By helping
farmers worldwide grow more with less, the business group is contributing to feeding the
planet efficiently and sustainably. To learn more, visit netafim.com.
CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Orbia’s Connectivity Solutions business group and business Dura-Line produces more than
500 million meters of essential and innovative infrastructure per year to bring a world’s worth of
information everywhere. The business group produces telecommunications conduit, cable-inconduit and other HDPE products and solutions that create physical pathways for fiber and other
network technologies—connecting cities, homes and people. To learn more, visit duraline.com.
FLUORINATED SOLUTIONS

Orbia’s Fluorinated Solutions business group and business Koura provides fluorine and
downstream products that support modern, efficient living. The business group owns and
operates the world’s largest fluorspar mine and produces intermediates, refrigerants and
propellants used in automotive, infrastructure, semiconductor, health, medicine, climate control,
food cold chain, energy storage, computing and telecommunications applications. To learn
more, visit kouraglobal.com.
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